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Abstract:
Construction project is a continuous activity that link to one another. If there is a delay in one activity it can make delay to the other activity. One of the factors that affect the project completion time is the productivity of each activity. Research of Contractor point of view on the productivity of construction project is expected to give more actual description of Contractor point of view on work productivity and identifying factors that strongly affect productivity so that it can be used as guidance to take steps to improve productivity in construction project. The method that this research use is questionnaire distribution. This method is chosen because it makes easier for researcher to collect data, saving time, and shorten research time. The research result shows that according to contractor, productivity needs to be increase so that construction project quality also improve. According to contractor point of view, technology can be used as a solution to increase productivity in construction project.
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1. Introduction

Background
Construction Project implementation is limited by executing time that must be obeyed by the contractor. Contractor ability to fulfill the time requirement to finish the project is an important indicator for the contractor credibility. Contractor inability to fulfill the time requirement can harm the contractor, the project owner, and the community (if the project build public facility). This condition can prompt cost compensation and time extension claim. The constructor.org stated that a delay in construction project can give negative impact on client, contractor, and consultant in terms can prompt distrust and cash flow problem.

Construction project is an interrelated activity between one and another work that follows it. When there is a delay in one work it can result in the delay of another work, furthermore, it can delay the project completion.
Idzuraida (2013) concluded that there are several factors that cause delays in building construction projects, they are inappropriate method of operating tools, making changes to the design, lack of expertise to change design and specifications, unskilled workers and inadequate materials.

One of the factors that affects project completion time is the productivity of each activity that carried out. According to Moselhi and Khan (2010), productivity in the implementation of construction is important because it affects the time and costs that has been required. This shows that productivity affects the achievement of overall project objectives. In fact, until now, there are construction projects that suffered completion delay that caused by productivity.

Based on the research conducted by Soepardi et al (2017), there is a correlation between work productivity and completion delay, the higher the productivity the lower the delay. Delays in the implementation of construction projects can be reduced by paying attention to education, expertise, working time, age and salary of workers, and project location.

Based on the above researches, one of the causes of delay in the construction projects completion is the inability of the workers to generate high productivity. Referring to above matter, in this research we will examine the contractor's point of view on work productivity in a construction project so that it can be used as a complement for the previous researches.

The conducted research which title is Review of Contractor’s Point of view on the Productivity of Construction Project is expected to provide a result in the form of a more actual description of the contractor's point of view about work productivity so that it can be used as a reference for taking steps to increase productivity in construction projects.

Formulation of the Problem
Based on the existed background, the formulation of the problem of the conducted research which title is Review of Contractor’s Point of view on the Productivity of Construction Project are:

1) What is the contractor's point of view on work productivity in construction project?
2) What are the factors that have a strong influence on productivity based on the point of view of the contractor?

Research Objectives
Based on the formulation of the problem that has been made, the objectives to be achieved from the research which title is Review of Contractor’s Point of View on the Productivity of Construction Project are:

1) Find out the contractor's point of view on productivity in construction project.
2) Identify factors that have a strong influence on work productivity based on the point of view of the contractor.

Benefits of the Research
This research is carried out to find the point of view of the contractor on productivity of construction projects so that it can give an actual description of the contractor's views on work productivity.
The expected benefits of this research are to give positive contributions in the form of input to several parties, including:

1) Practically
It is expected that this research can be used as a basis for construction project practitioners, especially contractors to evaluate productivity in construction projects to improve their work productivity.

2) Theoretically
This research is expected to give contribution to the development of science, especially matters relating to work productivity so that it can increase the comprehension of all parties about productivity in construction projects.

**Research Boundaries**
Based on the background of the problem, the formulation of the problem, and the objectives, the boundaries of this research are determined as follows:

1) The contractor in question is a contractor who has carried out a building project.
2) The building project in question is a building project with unlimited number of floors.
3) Research will be conducted in the Banyumas, Purbalingga, Banjarnegara, Cilacap, Kebumen and Tegal regency.

2. **Materials and Methods**

**Data Collection**
In this research, data collection was carried out as follows:

1) Indirect activities include collecting data and information on matters relating to the research to people / companies / institutions that related to building projects.
2) Taking notes that relates to the data that needed for research.

**Data Source**
The data source in this research is the answers collected from the contractor on the questions that systematically asked.

**Types of Research Data**
Data is a number of information that can provide an overview of a situation, or a problem in the form of numbers or in the form of categories or information (Supardi, 2013). In this research, the data that collected is quantitative data because the data will be used for research in the form of numbers and is a primary data because the data collected is directly carried by the researcher.

**Data Collection Technique**
According to Wibisono (2013), based on methods or techniques, data collection can be carried out by sampling, surveying, observation or experimentation.

1) Sampling
There are two types of sampling, namely probability sampling and non-probability sampling. Probability sampling is a type where each element in the population has the same opportunity to be selected as a sample, while non probability sampling is a type where each element does not have the same opportunity to be selected as the subject of research.
2) Survey
The survey consists of several ways, namely interviews and questionnaires. Interviews can be carried out structurally or unstructured and can be carried out through face to face or telephone, while the questionnaire is a technique of data collection conducted by giving a set of questions or written statements for the respondent to answer.

3) Observation
Observations are carried out on research regarding human behavior, work processes, natural phenomenon, and when the number of respondents are not too much.

4) Experiments
Experiments are basically a series of activities for manipulating variables in a research by keeping some other variables remain constant. The basic elements of an experiment consists of manipulating independent variables, selecting and measuring non-independent variables, selection and assignment of test units and controlling irrelevant variables.

Based on the above explanation, in this research, sampling methods will be used with sampling procedures and probability sampling techniques where all elements of the population have the same opportunity to be used as research samples and data collection techniques by using questionnaires for time and research costs efficiency.

The method used to conduct this research is the method of distributing questionnaires. This method was chosen because it makes easier for researchers to collect research data, saving time and shorten the period of research.

Population and Samples

Population
The population in this research is all contractors in the Purbalingga, Banyumas, Cilacap, Banjarnegara, Kebumen and Tegal Regency.

Sample
This research uses research samples that represent the population. Roscoe (1975) in Sekaran and Bougie (2010) gave suggestions about the sample size for the research as follows:

1) The appropriate sample size in the research is between 30 and 500.
2) If the sample is divided into categories (for example: male-female, public-private employees and others) then the number of members of the sample for each category is at least 30.
3) If the research will conduct a multivariate analysis (multiple correlation or regression for example), then the number of sample members is at least 10 times the number of variables studied.
4) For simple experimental research, which uses the experimental group and the control group, the number of sample members is between 10 and 20 each.

Based on the description above, the research sample used is 40 samples.
Data Analysis Method
Data processing is carried out to obtain summary data from raw data using univariate analysis, which is to explain or describe the characteristics of each research variable (Saryono, 2010). The summary data obtained can be in the form of total amount, average, percentage, etc. in the form of frequency distribution tables. Contractor point of views of work productivity in construction project and any factors that influence work productivity on construction projects based on the point of views of contractors can be find out by using frequency distribution analysis. The analysis presents data in a table or graph that displays the frequency of each data category. In addition, it also generalizes the observed variables (Nasution, 2017). In analyzing this data, SPSS 21 software is used.

3. Results and Discussions

Research Result
Based on the questioner given to the respondent and the number of respondents needed in this research, the number of respondents obtained is 40 respondents who gave answers to the questions posed in the questionnaire. The following are the results of the respondents' answers based on the questions asked:

1) The age of respondents who returned questionnaire that between 21-30 years old are 28 contractors, between 31-40 years old are 9 contractors and over 41 years old are 3 contractors.
2) The experience of respondents in carrying out construction projects for 1-5 years are 28 contractors, for 6-10 years are 7 contractors, for 11-15 years is 0 contractors, for 16-20 years are 2 contractors and over 20 years are 3 contractors.
3) The value of the construction project contract that ever handled by the respondent with the details of the value of 100 million - 1 are 3 contractors, 1.01 - 5 billion are 23 contractors, 5.01 - 10 billion as are 5 contractors, 10, 01-15 billion are 4 contractors, and over 15 billion are 5 contractors.
4) In viewing a construction projects Respondents' answers are:
   • a Facilities to gain profits and employment, 5 contractors.
   • a Facilities gain profits and to demonstrate competencies while still observing the quality of work results, 29 contractors.
   • a way for gain profits by paying attention to the quality and the desires of the project owner, 6 contractors.
5) About the need for improving productivity in construction project, all 40 respondents answered that they need an effort to improve the productivity of construction project. The factors that underlie respondent’s answers are:
   • So that the budget or project costs do not increase, 1 contractor
   • For time efficiency, 4 contractors
   • To obtain more effective and efficient work methods, 14 contractors
   • To improve the quality of construction projects, 21 contractors
6) About the obstacles that encountered when implementing construction projects:
   • Manpower, 17 contractors
   • Material availability, 23 contractors
   • Fund availability, 16 contractors
   • The lack of comprehension on the work methods that will be used, 11 contractors
• The availability of tools, 16 contractors
• Government policies, 5 contractors
• Mismatch between workplan and actual conditions in the field as many as 26 contractors
• The lack of consultant capability, 10 contractors
• The lack of cooperation from the project owner, 5 contractors
• Weather factors, 7 contractors
• Project neighbourhood, 4 contractors

7) According to respondents there are important things to do to improve the productivity of construction projects, they are:
• Analyze the project in detail
• Careful planning
• Regular Meetings
• Plan of health and safety work
• Regular employee training
• The Use of technology
• Applying strict standard operational procedures
• Creating innovative business strategies and models
• Make project organization
• Industrial sector collaboration
• Cooperation among industrial marketings
• Clear government policies and regulations
• Bidding process that can be participated by wider community
• Comprehension on construction methods
• Recruiting experienced and reliable employees
• Increasing the use of manufacturing materials
• Improving ability to comprehend contracts
• Improving communication skills
• Involving other parties in project implementation
• Applying fines for consultant’s late planning
• Using material that is easily to found and worked on
• Improving easier funding acces from project owners and banks

Based on the data collected from the results of the questionnaire answered by the respondents, the data is analysed using frequency distribution analysis so that an description of the contractor's point of view on construction project and the strongest factors that influencing the productivity of the construction project based on the point of view of the contractor.

**Analysis of Research Results**
Analysis of research results based on respondents' answers are as follows:

1) Distribution of Respondent’s Age
Distribution of respondents age shown in table 1 below:
Based on table 1, it can be seen that the majority of respondents in this research are contractors aged between 21-30 years old that is 70%. Followed by contractors aged between 31-40 years old that is 22.5% and aged above 41 years old that is 7.5%.

2) Distribution of Respondents' Experience
The distribution of experience of respondents in working on a construction project is shown in table 2 below:

Based on table 2, it can be seen that the majority of respondents are contractors who have work experience between 1-5 years that is 70%. Followed by contractors who have work experience between 6-10 years, over 20 years, and between 16-20 years that are 17.5%, 7.5% and 5%. Meanwhile, no contractors who have work experience between 11-15 years becomes a respondent.

3) Distribution of Construction Project Contract Value
The value of the construction project contract shows the value of the construction project that has been handled by the respondent as a contractor. The distribution of the construction project contract value shown in table 3 below:

Based on table 3. It is clear that of the 40 respondents in this research, the majority are contractors who had handled the contract value of construction projects between 1.01 billion and 5 billion, 23 contractors. Followed by between 5.01 - 10 billion, over 15 billion, 10.01 - 15 billion, and between 100 million to 1 billion are 5 contractors, 5 contractors, 4 contractors, and 3 contractors. In
percentage as shown in table 3, 1.01 billion - 5 billion is 57.5 %, 5.01 - 10 billion and over 5 billion each 12.5 %, 10.01 - 15 billion is 10 % and 100 million to 1 billion is 7.5 %.

4) Distribution of Respondents' Views on Construction Projects

The respondents' view of the construction project shows the contractor's point of view on a construction project. Table 4 below shows the distribution of respondents' views on construction projects:

Table 4: Distribution of Respondents' Views on Construction Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A means to get profit and employment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A means to get profit and to show competency while still paying attention to quality of work</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A means to get profit while paying attention to quality of work and project owner’s desire</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 4, it can be seen that the respondent in this case the contractor views the construction project in 3 (three) point of views, they are as a means to get profit and employment with a percentage of 12.5%, means of means to get profit and to show competency while still paying attention to quality of work with a percentage of 72.5%, and the A means to get profit while paying attention to quality of work and project owner’s desire with a percentage of 15%. Based on those percentage, the majority of contractors perceive that construction projects are a means to gain profits and show competency while still paying attention to the quality of work.

5) Distribution of the Reasons why the Productivity of Construction Projects Need to be Enhanced

Based on the collected data, all of 40 respondents stated that the productivity of the construction project still needs to be improved. The underlying reasons can be seen in table 5 below:

Table 5: Distribution of the Reasons why the Productivity of Construction Projects Need to be Enhanced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budget does not increase</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Efficiency</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More effective and efficient work method</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the quality of construction project</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 5, it can be seen that out of the 4 (four) reasons expressed about the need for construction project productivity to be improved, the most dominant reason is to improve the quality of construction projects that is 40 contractors (52.5 %). Furthermore, the reason to get a more effective and efficient working method is 35%, for time efficiency is 10% and for the budget does not to increase is 2.5%.
6) Obstacles that Faced by Respondents When Implementing Construction Projects

Respondents have a view that in implementing a construction projects there will be obstacles that would have to be faced until the construction project completed. Some of the obstacles that occurred can be seen in table 6 as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacle in Implementing Construction Project</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manpower</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Availability</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of Funds</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of comprehension on the work methods that will be used</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The availability of tools</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government policies</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mismatch between workplan and actual conditions in the field</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lack of consultant capability</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lack of cooperation from the project owner</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather factor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project neighborhood</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 6, it can be seen that there are 11 obstacles faced by contractors when implementing construction projects. Among the 11 obstacles it can be stated that the most common obstacle experienced by contractors in implementing construction projects is the mismatch of workplan with actual conditions in the field, that is 65.0% of respondents (contractors). Furthermore, the obstacles that often experienced are the availability of material that is 57.5%, manpower that is 47.5%, and availability of tools and availability of funds each is 40.0%. Other obstacles do not mean that they do not appear, but only a few contractors experience these obstacles (less than one third of respondents).

7) The Most Important Things To Do To Increase The Productivity Of Construction Projects

In order to increase the productivity of a construction project, the respondent sets out some of the most important things to do, namely:

Based on the distribution of respondents’ priority selection frequency scores there are 10 (ten) priority groups in an effort to increase the productivity of construction projects in table 7, namely:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RATING</th>
<th>PRIORITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Use of technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Recruiting experienced and reliable employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Applying fines for consultant’s late planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Applying standard operational procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Involving other parties in project implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Improving ability to comprehend contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Regular Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Increasing the use of manufacturing materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Improving easier funding acces from project owners and banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Regular employee training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Creating innovative business strategies and models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the of the research’s data results and analysis, in general, it can be concluded that:

1) Most of the contractors who become respondents ages from 21 to 30 years old.
2) The majority of contractor work experience is from 1 to 5 years.
3) The value of the construction project contract carried out by the majority contractors (23 contractors) is between 1.01 billion and 5 billion.
4) The contractors consider that construction project is a means to get profits and to show competencies while still paying attention to the quality of the work.
5) The contractor believes that increasing the productivity of construction projects is carried out to improve the quality of construction projects.
6) The contractor considers that mismatches between workplan with actual conditions in the field and the availability of materials are the most common obstacles in implementing construction projects.
7) The use of technology is the most powerful choice used to increase productivity in construction projects.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions that can be drawn taken from the results of the research are:

1) Contractor's point of view on the productivity of a construction project is that productivity needs to be increased because increasing productivity of construction projects can improve the quality of construction projects.
2) The contractor's point of view of the factors that have a strong influence on the productivity of construction projects is mismatches between workplan and actual conditions in the field and material availability. This is based on the choice of these two factors that exceed 50% of the total respondents.
3) The contractor considers that the use of technology is a solution that can be done to increase work productivity on construction projects.
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